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Leaders in the packaging industry for over 60 years! 

Packaging equipment designed to help your business 
become more profitable and solve your packaging 
challenges. PAC Machinery is a trusted partner for 
businesses desiring more from their packaging 
capabilities. From global industrial, pharmaceutical 
and medical manufacturers to online retailers and 

fulfillment centers, PAC Machinery will help you 
transform your packaging operations. Our solutions 
will  immediately and positively impact your 
business through versatile auto bagging, shrink 
wrapping, bag sealing, vacuum packing, and flow 
wrapping systems. 
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Rollbag® Auto Bagging Systems

Automatic 
Bagging

Rollbag systems are built for ease of use, reliability, and speed; 
they can be integrated with printing devices and automatic 
feeding systems. Rollbag automatic baggers are engineered to 
use poly tubing in addition to pre-opened bags. Choose from 
manually fed Rollbag models to fully automatic Rollbag bagging 
systems. Each can be equipped with  a variety of options to match 
your unique bagging requirements. Rollbag R785 Automatic 

Bagger with Stand
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Rollbag R3200 Automatic Bagger
Make bags of different lengths with 
our bag maker assembly.

Rollbag Magnum Horizontal Automatic Bagger
Reduce Dim Weight with the optional air expeller.

Rollbag Magnum Horizontal 
Automatic Bagger



Rollbag® Infeed Systems

Automate your 
Bagging
Rollbag® feeding systems seamlessly integrate to Rollbag 
baggers to create an all-in-one bagging solution. Versatile Rollbag 
automatic baggers can serve as the center of a fully integrated 
manufacturing and packaging system. Rollbag infeed devices are 
perfect for counting and kitting small products to meet the most 
challenging packaging requirements.

Rollbag Kit Conveyor, 
R3200 Automatic 
Bagger and Incline 
Outfeed Conveyor

Rollbag Weigh 
Count Sorting Table 
designed for seamless 
integration with the 
Rollbag R3200.

Significantly  
increase your 
packaging rates 
with an infeed 
device!
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Poly or Paper Mailer Automatic Baggers
Rollbag automatic baggers for order fulfillment can use pre-
opened bags on a roll or poly tubing. Poly tubing allows you to 
right-size the poly mailer to the product being packaged and 
results in a lower total packaging cost. Additionally, our Rollbag 
automatic baggers for poly mailers can print shipping information 
right on the bag or can be equipped with a label printer applicator.

Order 
fulfillment

Rollbag R3200 in stainless steel 
configured to label, fill, and seal 
curbside recyclable paper mailers.

Lower material 
costs & right-size 
the bag to the 
product with bag 
maker assembly. 
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Recycled materials available

Rollbag R1285 with 
next bag out printing

Rollbag R3200 and  
R3200XL Fulfillment 
baggers work with  
variable length  
poly tubing or  
pre-made bags.



Medical automatic 
Baggers

Rollbag medical auto baggers are offered in a variety of models 
to fit most medical bagging requirements. We manufacture 
automatic validatable medical pouch baggers that make bags 
of any length using Tyvek® with a chevron seal option. Output  
ports on all medical baggers allow the user to document the 
performance of the  validation process.

Bag Maker Assembly allows for making, labeling, loading 
and sealing chevron pouches of different lengths!

Barcode printing on a 
chevron pouch made 
from poly rollstock 
containing Tyvek. 

Tyvek® is a registered  
trademark of DuPont.

Create chevron 
pouches or 

use poly bags 
for medical 
packaging.

Rollbag R3200  
HS Med Automatic 
Bagger

Rollbag R1285 Med Automatic Bagger
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Efficiently create multi-packs while 
contents remain visible.

ü Superior performance equipment  

ü Clear glossy eye-catching packages 

ü Product protection

automatic Shrink 
Wrapping

Clamco brand automatic, high-speed, shrink packaging machines 
are as dependable as they are easy to operate. PAC manufactures 
a variety of L-Bar Sealers, Tunnels, Combos and One Step shrink 
units. Pair an L-Bar Sealer with a Clamco brand shrink tunnel 
for a complete shrink solution, or choose a Combo system with 
a sturdy L-bar sealer and  powerful shrink tunnel. One Step units  
incorporate  seal, trim, and shrink into a  single operation. 

Clamco 6800CS & 
6800CS-XL Side Sealer

Clamco 6750EL all electric with Heat 
Shrink Tunnel and Infeed Conveyor

Package products with 
a variety of shapes and 
lengths at high speed!
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Combination packaging units that seal and 
then shrink film around the package. 

L-Bar Sealers 
Shrink tunnels 

+Combos
ü Heavy duty industrial equipment  

ü Stock equipment for fast shipment

ü Retail-ready packaging

Shrink tunnels with high power and airflow for 
consistent shrink wrapped packages.

Clamco 
L-Bar 

Clamco 
Combo 
Systems
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Packaging Aids brand Flow Wrappers are ideal for  
packaging  products that must be  packaged  individually  
with high quality film  at speeds of  anywhere from 60–250  
packages/minute.  A flow wrapper  is the preferred choice  
for everyone from small  start-ups to large companies 
with higher speed wrapping requirements. 

ü Use pre-printed film 

ü Print right on the package 

ü Stainless models for  
food packaging  

Horizontal Flow 
Wrappers
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PAC FW F400  
Flow Wrapper with 
Thermal Transfer Printer 

Wrap products with 
print registered film.

Print on the film when 
forming the packaging.

           PAC FW 650SI
Servo Box Motion Inverted Flow Wrapper for soft items.



Individual nozzle controls on the Fresh Pac Express.

Fresh Pac Express 
Vacuum Sealer

Nozzle Vacuum 
Sealers 

Nozzle style vacuum sealers are the most versatile method of 
vacuum packaging. We manufacture industrial vacuum sealers 
for food, coffee, electronics, medical, industrial, and even  for 
hazardous classified areas. Machines  are designed with multiple 
nozzles to seal multiple packages per cycle. PAC’s industrial 
vacuum sealers can be equipped with gas flush for modified 
atmosphere packaging (MAP). 

PAC PVT  
Plus Med 
Vacuum Sealer

Coffee Pac 
Vacuum Sealer

Extend sell-by 
dates when  
vacuum sealing 
with gas flush.
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Chamber vacuum sealers offer a high level of vacuum and 
consistency, with ease of  use. This method of vacuum packaging 
is used when the highest level of vacuum possible is required 
(for example when packaging meat or cheese). Chamber vacuum  
sealer models vary from small tabletop units to large floor 
standing single and double  vacuum chambers.  

ü Ideal for restaurants, 
supermarkets, & 
food processors 

ü Maximum air 
removal to protect 
electronics & parts 
during transport

Chamber Vacuum 
Sealers VMS Tabletop 

Vacuum 
Chambers

VMS floor 
standing 
Vacuum 
Chambers

Multiple packages per cycle with highest level of vacuum.
Double Chamber 
Vacuum Sealer 
for increased 
production.
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Great for sealing stand-up pouches.

Vertrods can seal 
synthetic material 
and foam.

555 Med 
Continuous 
Vertical Sealer

HEAT Sealers 
PAC Machinery offers heat sealers to fit a diverse range of applications.

D545 AV  
Vertical Sealer

Continuous Band Sealers 

Band sealers with conveyors are used for virtually 
any application where fast, secure, hand-fed 
sealing is desired. Continuous band sealers come 
in horizontal and vertical styles. We also have 
tabletop continuous conveyor band sealers and 
medical band  sealers.  

Vertrod®  Impulse  Sealers  
Vertrod heavy-duty thermal impulse heat sealers 
are known for their exceptional quality in a wide 
range of seal lengths. Vertrod sealers come in 
a range of configurations, including bar sealers, 
bag sealers, drop sealers, as  well as compression 
sealers for applications that require the removal 
of air before sealing. Highly customized Vertrod 
sealers produce uniform, hermetic seals in a range  
of thermoplastic films, laminates, synthetics,  
and foams.  
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Vertrod OB 
Impulse Sealer

Vertrod BS



Extend product freshness.

ü Most machines  
can be made in a 
medical version

Validatable 
medical 
sealers

Monitoring temperature on a 
R1285 Med Automatic Bagger. 
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Seal paramater controls on the PVT Plus Med.  

Reach your 
medical 
packaging 
goals with 
advanced 
controls.  

Validatable Medical Packaging

Most PAC Machinery equipment is also offered in a medical 
version to meet required packaging procedures for medical 
devices. Validatable medical packaging calls for a strict set of 
repeatable packaging parameters, which are measured and 
recorded. Validatable medical packaging equipment features 
special control systems to monitor temperature, time and seal 
pressure. Alarm systems prevent sealing if any parameter  drifts 
out of the predetermined range. Output ports on the packaging 
equipment are  used for the calibration and validation process. 
Our sealers comply with the stringent  guidelines of ISO 11607 
packaging for terminally sterilized medical devices.   



PVT Plus Vacuum Sealer

instant quote machines

Aut   mation

Ideal for start-ups and entrepreneurs, PAC Machinery has 
several machine models available with an instant quote. 
This is an easy way for customers to get immediate  pricing 
on equipment that does not require customization—
custom machines are quoted by a sales representative due 
to their advanced technology and complexity to build. Find 
our instant quote machines on pacmachinery.com.

552 Continuous Band Sealer
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Clamco 250C Combo Shrink Wrapper

Are you looking to grow your business? Need help with finding the 
right equipment? PAC Machinery specializes in machines that can 
be easily integrated with new or existing  equipment to automate 
your packaging line. From labelers, conveyors, to weight count  
sorters, our machines work with infeed and outfeed devices 
to increase packaging speeds. Get the exceptional efficiency and 
value you want with infeed devices  specifically engineered to work 
with our equipment.

6800CS-XL Fulfillment 
Wrapper System

Standard 
machines 
available 

quickly.

Rollbag R3200 Automatic 
Bagger with Kit Conveyor 
& Outfeed Conveyor



Your source for 
bags + more

PAC Machinery’s bags and materials division can help you choose 
the best materials for  your packaging application. 

Rollbag® pre-opened bags can be used on virtually all brands of 
automatic baggers. In addition, we also have tubing, coex poly 
mailers, poly tubing, sideload bags, thermal  transfer ribbon, and 
sustainable packaging options for the environmentally-conscious  
company. 

Rollbag pre-opened bags can make packaging 
significantly faster. These perforated  bags are 
available with a variety of features, including 
custom printing, headers, hang holes, tear 
notches, and more. 

As part of 
our corporate 
sustainability 
commitment all  
of our standard 
bags contain at 
least 25 percent 
recycled content.
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ü Printed Rollbags

ü Sustainable Rollbags

ü Poly or Paper Mailers

ü Stock Rollbags

25%                       or more 
Recycled materials
made with up to 100% recycled resins.



pacmachinery.com

linkedin.com/company/
pac-machinery

PAC Machinery 
25 Tiburon Street  
San Rafael, CA 94901 USA

PAC Machinery 
775 Berea Industrial Parkway 
Berea, OH 44017 USA 

PAC Machinery 
Bags and Materials 
7737 North 81st Street 
Milwaukee, WI 53223  USA 
materialsales@pacmachinery.com 

1 (800) 985-9570 
sales@pacmachinery.com 
www.pacmachinery.com 
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Gain the PAC Advantage
 More equipment choices

PAC Machinery offers more packaging equipment types than any 
other manufacturer. We will help you find the machine that works 
within your specifications, timeframe, and budget.

 Experienced product specialists 

Your equipment selection process will go smoothly because you 
have access to our experienced product specialist. 

 Equipment options & customization 
If you need more customization for your unique application, our 
engineers can create the perfect solution. Our portfolio goes back 
decades, building machines for some of  the world's most recognized 
companies, with unique packaging needs! 

 Experience live product demos 
PAC has developed a web-based, LiveDemo™ collaboration tool for 
product demos. Customers can view their product running on our 
equipment with the ability to  discuss the process, ask questions  
and make adjustments in real time, virtually–from anywhere in  
the world. 

 Training and technical support
PAC Machinery offers equipment training both onsite or virtually 
once your equipment is  installed. Our technical support can analyze 
PAC equipment and make recommendations for adjustments to 
optimize packaging performance. 

 Friendly customer service 
Call us and find dedicated customer service to guide you through 
the  equipment, materials, supply ordering and delivery process. 

Visit our website to find more. 

 Industry specific packaging 
information. 

 Blogs about packaging trends. 

Packaging stories from our 
customers. 

In-depth equipment 
descriptions & specifications. 

Bags and materials for your 
machines.


